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STEP INTO THE DIGITAL AGE
the digital age is upon us and we want to inspire you to take center stage.

With new technical tools at your fingertips, donors and supporters can find your organization; enjoy giving 

to your cause; give more; and grow their loyalty with continued engagement. non-profit organizations, 

charities, and schools must embrace the plethora of opportunities for digital engagement in the coming 

years to stay relevant and accessible to their donor base. Currently, non-profits are leaving money on the 

table at benefit auctions and in online giving, because they are not taking the technological leap. 

in today’s digital age, non-profits are faced with reconciling a fundraising solution that sets them apart. 

Organizations strive to turn young potential donors into life-long supporters, while overcoming generation 

Xers reluctance to give and offering Boomer-friendly technology solutions. Consider these generational 

breakdowns when adopting new technology; and consider how all of your donors will view and access it.

With over 10,000 customers, 40,000 events, and eight years of market research, greater giving presents 

you with the generational personas and five digital trends you need to integrate into your auction 

platforms to enter the digital age of fundraising. this guide will help you to create specific goals with  

your team to move towards fundraising in the digital age.

INTRODUCTION

There is no surprise that Millennials—characterized for 

thriving on meaningful work—are the most connected and 

technological generation yet, and there is huge competition  

for their attention. 

Gen Y—the optimists—spend what they earn, plan to save 

later, consider smartphones and technology core to life, and 

want to dispute issues until an agreement is reached. 

Generation X—the survivors and freedom fighters— 

are conservative with their money, technology savvy, and  

are excellent at questioning “why” when considering giving  

to the community. 

Baby Boomers—the rebel generation—have passionately 

shaped culture more than any other living generation and  

are the wealthiest in history. 

The Sandwich Generation—those who care for their aging 

parents while supporting their own children—wants money, 

title, and recognition, and tends to find personal technology 

cumbersome. 

The G.I. Generation—traditionalists—is typically technology 

adverse, so keep in mind as one of your largest and loyal 

segments, they will need hands on support.

GENERATIONAL TRAITS & TECHNOLOGY

As we diversify, digitize, and continue to evolve fundraising through innovation, it is critical 
to understand your donor base and their relationship with technology. How will our donors 
interact and engage with technology? the list below categorizes each generation of donors.
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EMPOWER YOUR SUPPORTERS.  
THEY ALREADY HAVE A PHONE  
IN THEIR HANDS.
Four words: bid-sheet-body-blocker. We all know them because they are at 
every event; the person hovering over a sheet, pushing others away, taking 
their time writing down a bid, etc. it’s possible that these people have  
alienated potential bidders and kept bid amounts down. 

the solution is mobile bidding. 

People are much more likely to use their own devices as opposed to learning 

something new or fighting with bid-sheet-body-blockers at events.

Online bidding, online registration, and mobile bidding appeal to supporters  

on-the-go while still engaging seasoned donors and long-time followers.  

Mobile bidding allows bidders to use their own smartphones and tablets to bid 

on auction packages from anywhere at the event. Over the last five years, event 

and auction planners would rent Wi-Fi towers, hundreds of devices, and employ 

a handful of on-site staff. this approach marginalized the use of mobile bidding to the elite organizations 

that could afford mobile bidding. Fast forward to today and now venues are investing more money in their 

wireless infrastructure, and because the majority of people have their own smartphones and tablets,  

third-party companies are creating dependable, easy-to-use bidding apps. Because the digital movement 

is best represented by engagement, we are working to find trendy ways to invite entertaining participation 

while yielding stronger fundraising results. recent advances in mobile bidding technology make setup  

and functionality seamless for all generations of guests. We leverage the momentum of the digital 

movement to engage donors and offer trendy ways to invite entertaining participation that yields  

stronger fundraising results.

TREND: MOBILE BIDDING

We leverage the momentum 
of the digital movement to 
engage donors and offer trendy 
ways to invite entertaining 
participation that yields 
stronger fundraising results.
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USABILITY (OPTIMAL 
READING EXPERIENCE)  
OF A WEBSITE’S PAGE 

ON MOBILE IS KEY.

OF MILLENNIAL YOUTH  
CONNECT TO THE INTERNET  

ON MOBILE.

83% 

Tweet This!

Tweet This!

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text= 83%25+of+millennial+youth+connect+to+the+internet+on+mobile.&via=greatergiving
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text= Usability+%28optimal+reading+experience%29+of+a+website%27s+page+on+mobile+is+key.&via=greatergiving
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the cost impact of adding mobile bidding is minimal in 
comparison to the improved guest experience and increase  
in revenue that the majority of our clients have experienced  
at their events. 

this is evident, for example, since items that are out-bid immediately notify the 

bidders so they can respond in real time in a “bidding war”. Mobile bidding is a 

scalable platform from event to event, with a growing number of guests returning 

the next year and spreading the word. having tech equipped volunteers mingling  

at events ensures the less tech-savvy can still participate.

event style fundraising is very popular with Millennials, as we see many raising 

money via online events such as sponsored runs, fundraising campaigns on 

instagram, twitter, or Facebook, and party-style fundraisers. to reach this 

demographic and communicate to long-

time supporters that the organization 

is evolving with the times, solutions 

must be interactive and engaging with 

the appropriate support for adoption. 

appropriate support includes having 

the right staff to implement new 

technology as well as making it accessible to use for all generations (e.g. having 

more volunteers if the guests are predominantly the sandwich or g.i. generation). 

Bidding on a smartphone promotes a personal level of interaction on the event floor 

that fosters freedom for guest interaction because they can socialize while bidding. 

in addition, remote bidders can participate from home if they’ve left early. try mobile 

bidding at your next event and witness how your guests have more fun, bid more 

and higher.

TREND: MOBILE BIDDING

Mobile bidding is a scalable 
platform from event to event, 
with a growing number of 
guests returning the next  
year and spreading the word.

BIDDING ON A SMARTPHONE 
PROMOTES A PERSONAL  
LEVEL OF INTERACTION.
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TAKE YOUR EVENT BACK AND  
BRAND YOUR #BIDASSISTANTS
amidst multigenerational supporters, a bid-hungry crowd, and high-profile guests expecting a good time, 

ensure you have the appropriate level of technology support. Mobile bidding is breaking boundaries, but 

to work, people need to know how to use it. train and brand your own staff and/or volunteers as “Bid 

assistants” (or buddies, etc.) and scatter them throughout the event. Make them easily identifiable to 

help guests who have questions about mobile bidding. 

Bid assistants should be branded to your cause, organization, and event-theme. if you are having a black 

and white auction, dress your Bid assistants in silver or gold suits so they’ll stand out. if your cause has 

something to do with children, dress your Bid assistants with 

Peter Pan hats or hawaiian leis. Bring in Millennials and other 

young donors to assist in bidding and aid other donors not 

as familiar with new technology. Connecting your supporters 

across generations will build a solid network for the future of 

your non-profit organization. 

BONUS TIP: solicit a “juice bar” sponsorship for your mobile bidding event. As we all 
frequently experience, smartphone’s run out of battery life pretty quickly. Having a 
charging station at your event where one Bid Assistant is standing at all times will 
show your guests you thought of everything. Plus an organization will benefit from 
the extra funds raised from the company who signs on to sponsor your charging 
station, or “juice bar”. 

BID ASSISTANT:  
AN EASILY IDENTIFIABLE, TRAINED  

VOLUNTEER OR STAFF THAT MINGLES  
AT YOUR EVENT WITH HIS OR HER OWN 

TABLET OR SMARTPHONE TO  
HELP ANYONE MOBILE BID.

JUICE BAR:  
A CELL PHONE CHARGING AREA WITH 

 PERMANENT BID  ASSISTANT TO HELP 
 TROUBLESHOOT AND MULTIPLE PLUGS  

FOR DIFFERENT SMARPHONES.

TREND: BID ASSISTANTS
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Bid Assistants should be  
branded to your cause,  
organization, and  
event-theme.
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Tweet This!

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text= Juice+Bar%3A+a+cell+phone+charging+area+with+a+permanent+Bid+Assistant+to+help+troubleshoot+and+multiple+plugs+for+different+smartphones.&via=greatergiving
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NO MORE FACELESS DONORS
While all of this technology is amazing, the process still has to be taught, practiced, 

and executed on event night! Create a seamless guest experience between an 

action and the payment transaction. urge guests to put a credit card on file when 

they buy a ticket and register online, and they’ll never have to get their card out 

again. if they don’t file a credit card online, we urge them once again upon check-

in. By doing so, they can then purchase drinks, raffle tickets, bid on packages, and 

make donations by using their bid number—linked to their credit card—or directly 

on their smartphone—also linked to their credit card—throughout the night. at 

the end of the night we don’t need a card since we captured it when the guest 

purchased a ticket online, and they don’t have to wait in line! this streamlined 

process makes our lives easy and impresses our guests.

You can also include supporters who want to bid on your silent auction, yet can’t 

make it to your live event by capturing their credit card information without charging 

them for an event ticket. this opens up the bidding competition even more and 

gives you the ability to get more creative with widening your fundraising reach.

TREND: SEAMLESS TRANSACTIONS

online transactions are equally important to check-in and 
check-out because it is a big source of revenue. We strive to 
create a seamless process between payment transactions. 

Convert your landing page’s call-to-action buttons; the bottom line is that visitors 

who don’t click don’t convert to supporters, whether it’s your website’s donate 

button or a registration page’s purchase button. We determine buying trends with 

a/B testing—two variations of a page—to see what button color is clicked more 

often, or what image generates the most traffic. Based on our experience and 

Online Payments pages analytics, we believe that you should put one clear large 

button on your website to drive clicks. also, people think they want a lot, but having 

fewer options makes it easier to arrive at a choice confidently. lastly, a button needs 

to look like a button on the screen. 

the focus of the digital age is to use new and innovative approaches to raising 

money online. We are already seeing more online giving challenges, crowd-funding 

projects, giving days, and mud runs, which add a twist to traditional fundraising 

programs. non-profits are experimenting with these new approaches and finding out 

what works best for them.

PUT ONE CLEAR LARGE 
BUTTON ON YOUR WEBSITE 

TO DRIVE CLICKS.
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Guest Reaction:

!
“THAT WAS SO SEAMLESS.”
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EVERYONE’S DOING IT
emailed receipts are becoming more prevalent because they are convenient 
and save paper. it’s a way for non-profits to show that they are technologically 
ahead of the curve. emailed receipts have revolutionized payments and are 
slowly creeping into the benefit auction realm. 

By digitizing your event with computer software, donor management systems and mobile bidding, you will 

have the power to email receipts to donors upon check-out. if guests’ emails are saved to their profiles in 

a donor management system, then you can still email someone their receipt if they leave the event and 

don’t check-out. this information is something that the guest 

enters when registering for your event online or upon check-in. 

Be wary of the fact that people don’t want to give out their 

email address over and over again. the email must be 

associated with their records and accessible when  

volunteers and staff need it. We have found that linking an email to a bidder number is very easy for 

guests to understand and use at the event. With greater giving technology at least, they simply give  

their bid number at check-out and the email is automatically associated with their record and the  

rest of their activity. 

TREND: EMAILED RECEIPTS

FUNDRAISING
EVENT

BY DIGITIZING YOUR EVENT  
YOU WILL HAVE THE POWER TO 

EMAIL RECEIPTS TO DONORS  
UPON CHECK-OUT.
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Linking an email to a  
bidder number is very easy 
for guests to understand  
and use at the event.
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GET SOCIAL AND  
SPREAD LIKE WILDFIRE
HASHTAG: the “#” symbol used to tag a word or phrase, 
hyperlinks on various sites to other posts with the same tag 
(e.g. #GGwebinar is used whenever we tweet or Facebook 
about anything relating to our webinars). 

By hashtag, we mean you make your event socially accessible, friendly, and 

sharable. use your own team and volunteers to make your event social, but also,  

set up the event so that without them knowing it, your guests become part of  

your marketing team.

1. Create a hashtag for your event. We suggest keeping 

it general to be able to use the same hashtag every year. 

also, keep it short so that people can actually use it. We use 

#GGMB for greater giving Mobile Bidding and #GGWebinar 

for all of our webinars. Be careful with abbreviations though, 

and make sure it’s not already in use.

2. Promote your hashtag on the event invitation, fliers, 

social media sites, and more, while simultaneously inviting 

your audience to take action and use your hashtag. People 

tend to share the hashtag more if there is some incentive  

or contest relating to it.

3. Plan your social media strategy by building an excel 

spreadsheet with 2-4 weeks’ worth of social media posts 

leading up to your event. Create content to generate 

excitement and encourage supporters to share it with  

their network of friends. 

4. Launch a contest on a social media platform (e.g. 

instagram) for the day of the event and give prize(s) away  

for best posts. For example, invite people to post a picture  

of themselves at the event, using your hashtag, with a  

story about how they’ve contributed to your constituents.  

then offer the winner an event-themed prize, or something 

popular like an iPad.

TREND: HASHTAG EVENTS

HERE ARE SOME EASY STEPS TO TAKE TO HASHTAG YOUR EVENT

5. Designate one social media staff person or volunteer 

the night of your event to post pictures and quotes on 

instagram and twitter, telling stories through pictures, 

highlighting attendees, and inviting people who could 

not attend to donate that night remotely (via an Online 

Payments page). 

6. Have a designated place at your event to take pictures 

(red carpet back drop anyone?)

7. Collect the stories and photos of your guests throughout 

the event in an easy automated way and display them real-

time at your event using a tV screen or projector, with tools 

like tintup and Postano.

8. Have an awesome keynote speaker. Video the keynote 

and stream it live on Youtube or Google+ hangout, also 

prompting people remotely to donate via your Online 

Payments page.

9. Once you have pictures and video, share them on 

Google+, twitter, Pinterest, and instagram with your hashtag. 
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USE AN  
EVERGREEN HASHTAG 

THAT’S RELEVANT  
YEAR-ROUND TO GAIN   

MORE TRACTION!  

Tweet This!

https://plus.google.com/+GuyKawasaki/posts/8TvHA612x2p#+GuyKawasaki/posts/8TvHA612x2p
http://www.pinterest.com/guykawasaki/moto-x-launch-in-sao-paulo-brasil/
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Use+an+evergreen+hashtag+that%27s+relevant+year-round+to+gain+more+traction%21&via=greatergiving
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 THANK YOU
   NOW GO DIGITAL.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

At a conference on “Facebook for social Good” in London in september 2013, 
it was stated that Millennials only actively engage with and follow five causes 
on Facebook. Make your page one of those causes by being present and 
active, using hashtags, posting a lot of high-quality pictures, and calling your 
supporters to action. Be part of their conversation, as they can do #socialgood 
without you! Be part of their passion. 

HOW GREATER GIVING’S FACEBOOK STRATEGY  
CAN BENEFIT FUNDRAISERS
not only can we boast of a large network of fundraisers and event planners on Ptas, in non-profits,  

and charities, but we have been to thousands of events ourselves. We know a thing or two about how to 

have a wildly successful event and we want to share our knowledge with you! You can meet new people, 

comment, and learn so much more about how to plan your benefit auction by liking our Facebook page.  

if you’re an awesome auction planner, “Like Us” on Facebook.

get best practices, tips, latest releases, upcoming events around the nation and webinars,  

plus much more. 

RESOuRCES: 

Mobile Bidding Best Practices Whitepaper 

Mobile Bidding Best Practices Webinar  

Raise More Funds Article: Social Media 

Raise More Funds Article: Millennial Donors 

Client Stories/Testimonials 

What does a mobile event look like?
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